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KA YOU MERGES WITH LINKUP COMMUNICATIONS
TO DELIVER STATE-OF-THE-ART AUDIO/VIDEO TRANSMISSION SOLUTIONS
PANAMA CITY, Fla. – Broadcast technology firm Ka You Communications and its sister
company Ka You Systems have merged with LinkUp Communications Corporation in
Panama City, Fla., to provide complete access to 24/7 customer service and state-of-the-art
transmission solutions.
Ka You is owned by broadcast industry veteran Karen Johnson. Ka You’s former director of
technology, Mark Johnson, is the founder of LinkUp Communications.
“Mark has been a well-known leader in the broadcast transmission industry for over three
decades,” noted Karen Johnson. “By merging with LinkUp, Ka You customers benefit by
receiving around-the-clock troubleshooting assistance, plus the best technology know-how
in the business.”
LinkUp will provide Ka You customers with design and installation services, giving them
the distinct advantage of an experienced in-house technology staff with knowledge of the
latest satellite equipment.
“The merger brings together the best of our companies to help broadcasters, churches,
nonprofits and businesses with content delivery,” Johnson said. “Our knowledge and skills
complement each other. LinkUp offers the most innovative equipment and technology, and
has a positive working relationship with major industry manufacturers. Ka You is known
for its quality service and tailored solutions. Together, we’re an unbeatable team for our
customers.”
Ka You Systems/Ka You Communications has been an industry leader in satellite
integration for over 15 years, providing clients with cost-effective satellite solutions
tailored to their specific business needs. The company provides Ku and C-Band space
segment, equipment and installation for radio, television and video projects on multiple
satellites.
LinkUp Communications Corporation, founded in 2016, specializes in the design and
installation of satellite uplink and downlink networks. LinkUp offers an array of services,
including FCC licensing, design, integration, installation, space segment and ongoing
support.
Karen R. Johnson is a respected broadcast professional and entrepreneur. As a founder of
Ka You Systems and Ka You Communications, she spent two decades championing the
power of satellite to deliver broadcast-quality radio and video that is live and immediate.

Mark Johnson has been a leader in the broadcast transmission industry for over 30 years.
As the founder of LinkUp Communications, Johnson adheres to four core values: put people
first, pursue excellence, embrace change and act with integrity.
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